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Dogs travel different distances when they are lost.  Understanding the following environmental and 
behavioral factors and taking appropriate action will increase the chances that you will recover your 
missing dog: 

Factors That Influence Distances Traveled:  There are six major factors that influence the 
distances that lost dogs travel: Temperament, Circumstances, Weather, Terrain, Appearance, and Population 
Density.  

TEMPERAMENT OF THE DOG – How a dog behaves towards strangers influences how far it will travel (when 
lost) before someone intervenes and rescues it.  There are three primary behavioral categories that lost dogs 
are classified into: Gregarious Dogs, Aloof Dogs, and Xenophobic Dogs.

  
Gregarious Dogs:  Wiggly-butt, friendly dogs are more inclined to go directly up to the first person who 
calls them.  Depending on the terrain and population density where the dog was lost, these dogs will 
generally be found fairly close to home or will be picked up by someone close to the escape point. 
Gregarious dogs are often “adopted” by individuals (not shelter or rescue workers) who find them.  

Aloof Dogs:  Dogs with aloof temperaments are wary of strangers and will initially avoid human 
contact.  Eventually, they will be inclined to accept human contact once they have overcome fear issues 
and become hungry enough.  While these dogs can travel a great distance, aloof dogs eventually can 
be enticed with food and patience, typically by experienced rescuers who know how to approach and 
capture a wary dog.  These dogs are often recovered by rescue group volunteers, and their wariness 
can be easily misinterpreted as “abused.”  In addition, these dogs are often not recovered for weeks or 
months after their escape, giving them the physical appearance (thinness, injuries, stickers, ticks, etc.) 
that they are homeless, abused, and unloved.  

Xenophobic (Fearful) Dogs:  Xenophobia means “fear or hatred of things strange or foreign”.  Dogs 
with xenophobic temperaments (due to genetics and/or puppyhood experiences) are more inclined to 
travel farther and are at a higher risk of being hit by cars.  Due to their cowering, fearful behavior, people 
assume these dogs were “abused”, and even if the dog has ID tags, they will refuse to contact the 
previous owner.  Some of these panic-stricken dogs will even run from their owners!  It may be 
necessary to use other dogs to get close enough to capture them or to use baited dog traps.  

  
CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE DISAPPEARANCE – A dog that digs out from a yard to explore a 
scent will tend to travel a short distance before it is found—meandering and doubling back as it explores a 
scent.  On the other hand, a dog that bolts in panic due to fireworks or thunder will take off at a blind run and can 
run for several miles.

WEATHER – A dog that escapes on a beautiful spring day may travel farther than one that escapes in a snow 
storm.  Extreme weather conditions (snow, hail, rain, and sweltering heat) will decrease the distances that lost 
dogs travel. 
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TERRAIN – A dog that escapes in a residential area will not travel as far as a dog that escapes in a 
mountainous area.  Fences that create barriers will influence a dog’s travel since a dog will tend to take the 
“path of least resistance” when traveling.  Cactus, heavy brush, and steep cliffs can be barriers that influence 
whether or dog continues on a path or changes directions.  

APPEARANCE OF THE DOG – What a dog looks like can influence how quickly it will be picked up by a 
rescuer.  In general, most people are less inclined to pull over and attempt to grab a loose Pit bull they perceive 
as being “aggressive” than they would a “friendly” wiggly Labrador Retriever.  Also, size matters: people are 
more inclined to pick up small dogs - they look vulnerable and are easier to transport and house than large 
dogs. In addition, people are more likely to attempt to rescue a purebred dog that they perceive to have value 
than a mixed breed dog.  When average motorists see a mixed breed dog trotting down the sidewalk, their 
impression is often that the dog belongs in the neighborhood or that it is a homeless stray.  But when those 
same people see a Boston Terrier, they are inclined to believe that, because it is a “valuable purebred dog”, it 
must be a lost pet.  

POPULATION DENSITY – A dog that escapes in Manhattan will travel a shorter distance than will a dog that 
escapes in the Rocky Mountains or in rural farmland.  When dogs escape into areas with a high number of 
people, their chances of being found close to the escape point are increased.  But in areas with an extremely 
low number of people, they tend to travel further and their chances of being found close to the escape point are 
decreased.  A dog that escapes in the middle of the night will travel farther before being seen than a dog that 
escapes during rush hour traffic. 

Rescuer Behaviors That Create Problems:  People who find stray dogs often misinterpret 
the dog’s behavior: they assume that the cowering, fearful dog was “abused” when in fact the dog has a 
xenophobic temperament and has been shy and fearful since it was a puppy, due to genetics and puppyhood 
experiences.  Dogs found in rural areas are often assumed to be “dumped” and homeless; many rescuers never 
think this could be a dog that was lost.  Some people who find a stray dog that does not have a collar 
automatically assume it is “homeless” and therefore they immediately work to place the dog rather than attempt 
to find the dog’s owner.  In addition, the first place where the owner of a lost dog will search for their dog – the 
local shelter – is typically the last place that someone who finds a loose dog will take it (due to the fear of 
euthanasia)!  

Unique Lost Dog Recovery Tips:  The most important thing that you can do correctly to recover 
a lost dog is to properly MARKET the fact that your dog is missing. This can be accomplished by some unique 
methods such as creating giant, neon REWARD LOST DOG posters, having 4 friends stand on a street corner 
at a major intersection near where your dog escaped and “protest” the disappearance with neon signs (known 
as an “Intersection Alert”), and “tag” your car with florescent neon markers listing your lost dog’s description and 
your phone number. All of these tips are listed on Missing Pet Partnership’s web site at 
www.missingpetpartnership.org under the RECOVERY TIPS section. In addition, if your dog has a skittish, shy 
temperament you do NOT want to call your dog if you see him! Looking directly at, walking towards, patting your 
leg, or calling a panicked dog will only cause it to run in fear. Missing Pet Partnership offers consultation 
services to help guide dog owners in how to strategically recover a panicked dog.

For more information on lost pet behaviors, effective advice on lost pet posters, and a national network 
of professional and volunteer pet detectives, visit www.missingpetpartnership.org or e-mail Missing Pet 
Partnership at info@pethunters.com for lost pet recovery assistance.

Missing Pet Partnership is a 501(c)(3), nonprofit corporation whose mission is to reunite lost companion animals  
with their owner/guardians. Our vision is to ultimately develop volunteer lost pet search-and-rescue teams in  
communities nationwide. If what you read here was beneficial to you, please consider supporting our mission!  
Tax deductible donations can be made with PayPal (via our website) or made out to “Missing Pet Partnership”  
and sent to: Missing Pet Partnership, P.O. Box 3085, Federal Way, WA 98063.


